Forming an atomic-resolution image in the electron microscope that provides dose-efficient, high-contrast imaging of light elements, while also providing strong compositional contrast, has been a long-standing challenge. For light materials, such as graphene and biological structures, high-energy electrons are predominantly only scattered once in the sample. Such single scattering conditions can be described as a weak-phase object (WPO)[@b1], where only a small phase shift is introduced to the electron wave. Phase-contrast imaging using electrons has been shown to provide the highest dose efficiency for imaging WPOs, where radiation damage is a limiting factor[@b2], compared with inelastic electron scattering, as well as X-ray and neutron scattering. Electric and magnetic fields also lead to a phase shift of the electron beam. Phase-contrast imaging therefore plays an important role in the imaging of biological structures, light materials such as graphene and the detection of electric and magnetic fields. It is generally performed in the conventional transmission electron microscope (CTEM) using either deliberately injected lens aberrations or a phase plate[@b3], to form image contrast of a WPO, or using off-axis holography[@b4][@b5], which requires a separate reference beam deflected using an electron bi-prism.

Providing a strong compositional sensitivity to element type, however, requires the detection of relatively high-angle scattering and this is performed using annular dark-field (ADF) imaging in the scanning TEM (STEM), as shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, which forms an image with atomic-number contrast (*Z*-contrast). A beam of electrons is focused to form a probe of atomic dimensions that is raster scanned across the sample and the ADF detector collects the intensity of the high-angle scattering that is then plotted as a function of probe position to form an image.

The *Z*-contrast technique has developed into a key approach for atomic-resolution imaging, in particular as the development of hardware correctors for the inherent spherical aberration of the objective lens[@b6][@b7]. It is an incoherent imaging technique, which means that the optimal conditions for imaging are the smallest, most intense illuminating probe possible[@b8]. This is achieved by tuning the aberration corrector for the smallest possible aberrations. Phase-contrast imaging, however, is a coherent imaging mode and requires aberrations, such as a combination of spherical aberration and defocus, to form an effective phase plate. Such conditions are referred to as 'Scherzer conditions\'[@b9]. Alternative approaches that also make use of aberrations include negative spherical aberration conditions[@b10] or the use of a focal series[@b11] in TEM. The optimal conditions for incoherent *Z*-contrast imaging are therefore different from those for coherent phase contrast, thus preventing their simultaneous optimal implementation. Furthermore, the principle of reciprocity[@b12] shows that the formation of a conventional phase-contrast image in STEM requires the use of a small axial bright-field (BF) detector, which collects only a small fraction of the transmitted electrons and is therefore dose inefficient.

Here we make use of electron ptychography to enable an efficient, quantitative phase imaging in STEM under optical conditions that are optimized for incoherent imaging so that the phase information is recorded simultaneously with the *Z*-contrast image, allowing a full analysis. Although ptychography has become well established for imaging with light[@b13] and X-rays[@b14][@b15][@b16], its use with electrons has been more limited. The principle of ptychography is that a camera is used to record the intensity in the STEM detector plane as a function of probe position, resulting in a four-dimensional (4D) data set (two STEM probe coordinates and two coordinates within the detector plane), which can be used to reconstruct a phase image. Initial experimental demonstrations of electron ptychography were limited by the camera speed, microscope stability and the availability of sufficient computational processing power, and only very small images (typically 32 × 32 pixels) could be reconstructed[@b17]. More recent demonstrations have used highly defocused probes that illuminate a wider region of the sample to provide a larger field of view, while still limiting the number of probe positions and camera frames[@b18][@b19][@b20]. Such defocused probes are incompatible with the conditions required for incoherent imaging and so cannot be used simultaneously with *Z*-contrast imaging. The subsequent formation of a *Z*-contrast image would require refocusing of the electron probe, which requires further electron dose on the sample and loses the ability to exactly register the phase and *Z*-contrast information. A first proof-of-principle attempt to form simultaneous ADF and phase-contrast images[@b21] was also limited in field of view by the camera speed. Differential phase contrast (DPC) images have been formed at atomic resolution in the STEM and used to detect ferroelectric polarization[@b22], and the importance of adding phase-sensitive imaging as a STEM technique discussed[@b23], but the differential approach did not offer quantitative image phase measurement and does not offer the possibility of post-acquisition aberration correction demonstrated here. Ptychography has been shown to enable phase extraction using signals from segmented detectors including tri-sectors[@b24] and recently at atomic resolution using segments synthesized from pixelated data[@b25]. Large detector pixels may lead to a non-isotropic transfer of phase information with reduced phase-contrast transfer efficiencies[@b26].

Here we show that new capabilities that have been enabled by recent developments in high-speed detector technology (described further in the Methods section) that provide frame speeds of 1 kHz or greater allowing image acquisition at scanning speeds much closer to those typically used in STEM. We show that the combination of *Z*-contrast and phase imaging reveals the structure of a complex nanomaterial that could not be determined using previous methods. Ptychography also allows for further post-acquisition detection and correction of residual lens aberrations, which optimizes the contrast of the phase image. We also show that ptychographic reconstruction can be used to access three-dimensional (3D) information through its intrinsic optical-sectioning effect.

Results
=======

Data acquisition and processing
-------------------------------

[Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic of the optical configuration for the experiment presented here, with single frames of the experimental diffraction patterns shown in [Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Further experimental details are described in the Methods section. As a highly convergent beam is used in STEM, the diffracted beams observed in the far field broaden into discs. The phase information is found where these discs overlap. Using a fast pixelated STEM detector, diffraction patterns consisting of primarily the BF disc (direct beam) were recorded at every probe position during a raster scan, thereby forming a 4D data set. The dark-field signal is simultaneously collected using an ADF detector, to form an incoherent *Z*-contrast image, as shown in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. In the detector plane, the recorded electron micro-diffraction patterns as a function of scattering vector **K**~**f**~ and probe position **R**~**0**~, can be described as the Fourier transform of product of the probe *P*(**R**−**R**~**0**~) and the specimen transmission function ,

The intensity of the diffraction pattern is recorded but the phase is lost. Various ptychography approaches in electron and X-ray microscopy have been developed. Here we used the Wigner distribution deconvolution (WDD) approach described by Rodenburg and Bates[@b27], and demonstrated experimentally using X-rays[@b28]. WDD is non-iterative and therefore fast, especially under the conditions presented here where 256 × 256 image pixels results in 65,536 individual diffraction patterns to be processed. Iterative approaches[@b14][@b18][@b29][@b30][@b31] and direct inversion methods[@b19] have also been developed, but as yet they have not been demonstrated on the type of atomic-scale focused probe data used here, to enable the simultaneous incoherent imaging. The feasibility of using iterative methods on this type of data will be explored in further work.

WDD is performed by taking the forward Fourier transform of in [equation (1)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} with respect to the probe positions **R**~**0**~, leading to a complex 4D matrix denoted as *G*(**K**~**f**~, **Q**~**p**~),[@b27]

where denotes a convolution with respect to the scattering vector **K**~**f**~ and the two terms and are functions of the probe forming aperture, *A*(**K**~**f**~), and the specimen transmission function, , respectively. They have been shown to follow the mathematical definition of the Fourier transform of a Wigner distribution function[@b27]. *G*(**K**~**f**~, **Q**~**p**~) contains information about the beam interferences at disc overlaps[@b26] (see [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with an example shown in [Fig. 1d,e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Such interference at disc overlaps contain both phase information of the specimen under illumination and the phase information due to residual lens aberrations, which will be discussed later (see [Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the absence of lens aberrations, the two double-overlap regions (labelled as area I in [Fig. 1d,e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) should be uniform in phase, although small residual aberrations cause small variations in phase in these regions. [Equation (2)](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows that *G*(**K**~**F**~, **Q**~**p**~) can be expressed as the result of a convolution between a function representing disc overlaps and a function derived from the specimen. The disc overlap function can be deconvolved from [equation (2)](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the object transmission function ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) can be reconstructed from by setting **K**~**f**~ to zero. The WDD approach does not rely on the WPO approximation, but does require the transmission function to be a multiplicative object acting on the incident wave. As such, it is not strictly applicable to dynamical electron scattering, but none of the examples presented here would be regarded as leading to dynamical scattering conditions. The deconvolution step in the WDD enables residual lens aberrations, which affect the phase of the aperture function, *A*(**K**~**f**~), to be corrected from the phase image post-processing. The aberration correction enabled by WDD further allows 3D optical sectioning to be performed using one 4D data set at a fixed defocus without the need to run a focal-series experiment.

Simultaneous *Z*-contrast and phase of a complex nanostructure
--------------------------------------------------------------

The combined ptychography and *Z*-contrast approach was tested on complex carbon nanotube (CNT) conjugates, which have exciting potential biological or medicinal applications, yet remain highly challenging to characterize. As a representative analytical substrate, candidate drug-delivery materials **2** and **3** (see [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were chosen. As shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the intended design of this system aimed to create a peptidic covalently attached 'tether\' between a single-walled CNT and a limited number of carbon fullerene (C~60~) molecules. In this work, conventional analytical data (including infrared, Raman, X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)) and the CTEM results suggested potentially consistent results with the intended synthesis (see [Supplementary Figs 3--11](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); however, the absolute evidence for attachment and purity remained ambiguous.

Vitally, this ambiguity was resolved by the simultaneous *Z*-contrast and phase imaging demonstrated here. As shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, the *Z*-contrast image reveals the position of the iodine atoms. These are not visible in the simultaneously acquired phase image because of its low atomic number sensitivity. Similarly, the carbon nanostructures are not clearly visible in the *Z*-contrast image. It is the ability created here to combine these imaging modes that allows the structure to be fully determined. The phase image clearly reveals a CNT containing deeply engulfed fullerene molecules that have entered the tubes to a depth that is inconsistent with the length of the shorter peptide tether. These observed 'peapod\' structures thus uniquely revealed that not all of the intended attachment links between fullerene and CNT had been successful, and hence vitally informed redesign and function of the hybrid system.

Previous atomic resolution imaging of CNTs containing fullerenes has been achieved using phase contrast in the CTEM[@b32][@b33] and heavy dopant atoms in these systems revealed using *Z*-contrast imaging in STEM[@b34][@b35][@b36], sometimes combined with BF imaging or electron energy loss spectroscopy. In the case of STEM, imaging of a WPO using BF imaging in STEM relies on deliberate defocus aberrations to form necessary contrast[@b37], which reduce the *Z*-contrast image resolution and contrast. To demonstrate this, other existing phase-sensitive imaging modes, including the conventional BF, annular BF[@b38][@b39] (ABF), DPC[@b22] and 'first moment\' DPC imaging[@b40][@b41] were also synthesized from the same 4D data set (in [Fig. 3d--h](#f3){ref-type="fig"}); however, none of these modes are able to image the 'peapod\' structure clearly at the electron dose used because of their worse signal-to-noise under conditions of near-zero aberrations. As expected, BF and ABF show the worst contrast of all imaging methods, because, similar to all symmetric detectors, they offer no weak-phase contrast under conditions of zero aberrations[@b26]. Furthermore, the WDD method makes use of only the regions of the detector containing signal (for example, only regions I and II in [Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and hence rejects noise more effectively than these other modes, which use the entire BF disc.

Measurement and correction of residual lens aberrations
-------------------------------------------------------

[Equation (2)](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows that WDD allows residual lens aberrations to be deconvolved from the 4D data set, leading towards aberration-free phase imaging. Here we demonstrate that the redundancy of information inside the 4D data also allows the illuminating probe function to be measured directly. This capability has been demonstrated with iterative methods for highly defocused data[@b14][@b29] and here we implement a direct measurement for in-focus data of low- and high-order aberrations by solving a set of linear equations. Specifically, the phase of *G*(**K**~**f**~, **Q**~**p**~) in the disc overlap regions can be mathematically described as a linear function of the lens aberration coefficients under the WPO approximation (see [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and in this work we use this phase to measure the aberrations through a deterministic matrix inversion to solve such a set of linear equations (see [Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This aberration measurement method is a fast direct method that can be applied to both crystalline and non-crystalline specimens.

[Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the result of applying the residual aberration correction to the phase image of another double-walled CNT structure recorded at ∼2.7 × 10^4^ e^−^ Å^−2^ dose, which is twice that used for [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Electron irradiation has destroyed the internal fullerene structures. Detection and subsequent deconvolution of a small residual aberration of 3.5 nm defocus and 2 nm twofold astigmatism allows the visibility of the lattice in the walls of the CNT to be significantly improved ([Fig. 4d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Fringes from the lattice of the CNT are visible primarily along only one direction in the uncorrected phase (in [Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the corrected phase ([Fig. 4d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) shows crossed fringes along with a visibly improved contrast. This aberration-corrected image demonstrates the quality of phase images that can now be achieved in a STEM using ptychography. The improved quality of phase images enabled by post-processing aberration correction can be quite beneficial for imaging beam-sensitive materials. Relaxing the requirement to manually adjust the probe defocus and astigmatism while imaging the sample, leads to a decrease in the electron dose and damage.

WDD optical sectioning from a 4D data set of single defocus
-----------------------------------------------------------

A further advantage of the ptychographic 4D data set is that it contains 3D structure information of the object, as previously demonstrated for light microscopy[@b42][@b43]. An object that is out of focus still has its information encoded in the 4D data set, but the disc overlap described by the term in [equation (2)](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} will show a characteristic phase variation. We find that if the WDD process is performed using a defocus value that does not correspond to the depth of the object, the phase variations in the disc overlap region will not match the deconvolution kernel and will act to reduce the contribution of the object to the reconstructed phase image. Only when the correct defocus is used will the object fully appear and thus an 'optical sectioning\' effect can be used to gain 3D structure information (see [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), even though the data has been recorded using only one experimental defocus with only one scan of the electron beam. [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of crossed CNTs located at different heights along the electron beam direction. A series of reconstructed phases were obtained from a single data set by deconvolving a series of defocus (C~1~) values from the recorded 4D data set, whereupon the various CNTs located at different depths along the electron beam direction become most visible at different defocus (C~1~) values used in WDD. For example, a small nanotube (indicated by arrows in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) that shows no contrast in [Fig. 5b,c](#f5){ref-type="fig"} becomes gradually visible in [Fig. 5d,e](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, as the deconvolution kernel focuses at different depths (also see [Supplementary Movie 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The relative heights of the CNTs can be easily identified by analysing the contrast of the phase images.

It should be emphasized that this is a true optical sectioning effect enabled by WDD under the kinematical approximation and is not equivalent to a Fresnel propagation of the 'exit wave\' as in high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)[@b44][@b45]. As can be seen in [Fig. 5f--h](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, Fresnel propagation of the complex transmission function retrieved using a ptychographic reconstruction using a defocus value giving the highest contrast for one CNT does not recover the phase information of the other CNTs located at different depths. Using WDD, by deconvolving the defocus aberration corresponding to a given depth, the deconvolution process acts to enhance the transfer of information at the depth selected by the deconvolution kernel and suppresses the transfer of out-of-focus phase information (see [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); therefore, each phase image resulted from WDD optical sectioning provides a unique identification of the 3D structure at its corresponding depth. We further demonstrate that WDD optical sectioning leads to a depth resolution and a bound to the 3D transfer function (see [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figs 12 and 13](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which corresponds to that for ADF STEM optical sectioning[@b46]. The fact that 3D optical sectioning can be achieved by scanning the sample only once at a fixed defocus without the need to run a focal series imaging significantly reduces the electron dose compared with the conventional STEM ADF optical sectioning methods[@b47][@b48]. The ability to measure and correct high-order aberrations with post-processing enables further opening up of the probe forming aperture to reduce the depth of field of the microscope[@b49] for 3D phase imaging in future studies.

Discussion
==========

We have shown that developments in camera and information handling technologies have allowed the use of ptychography to form phase images in the STEM under the zero-aberration conditions required for optimal simultaneous incoherent *Z*-contrast imaging. It is also shown that, for this type of focused-probe data set, the direct WDD approach provides high-quality reconstructions and allows correction of small residual aberrations. The ability to deconvolve aberrations leads to the ability to optically section samples with a nanometre-scale depth resolution.

The ability to form simultaneous phase images and incoherent images has further potential, for example, simultaneous formation of energy-dispersive X-ray maps, or other spectroscopic and secondary electron imaging[@b50], with the phase image. Recording electron energy-loss spectra would, of course, require retraction of the fast camera, but phase and electron energy loss spectroscopy maps could be formed consecutively without any adjustment to the microscope electron optics required.

As the majority of the scattered electrons from the weak-scattering nanomaterials used here were detected, we would expect the dose requirements of the approach presented here to be similar to that for conventional HRTEM, but a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this study. The ability to post-correct residual aberrations to improve contrast is shared with focal series exit-wave reconstruction in HRTEM[@b51] but for low-dose imaging the re-registration of the focal series of images can be challenging, whereas no re-registration is required for ptychography.

Finally, we emphasise that 3D information is inherent in the data from a single scan and so optical sectioning can be performed post acquisition without the need for acquiring an experimental focal series of data.

Methods
=======

pnCCD fast pixelated detector
-----------------------------

The experiments were performed using the pnCCD (S)TEM camera, a direct electron, radiation hard pixelated detector from PNDetector[@b52][@b53], mounted on the JEOL ARM200-CF aberration-corrected microscope with a 80 keV primary beam energy and 22 mrad convergence angle. This camera delivers full frame images of 264 × 264 pixels at a readout speed of 1,150 frames per second (fps) routinely and up to 20,000 fps through binning/windowing. The BF diffraction signal was set to cover almost the entire detector area by adjusting the camera length and the dark-field signal was collected by the ADF detector. This speed allows a typical 4D ptychographic data set, consisting of a 66 × 264 pixel image (fourfold binning) of the diffraction pattern acquired at each probe position in a 256 × 256 point grid, to be obtained in around 16 s. The data presented here were acquired in fourfold binning (4,000 fps) and twofold binning (2,000 fps) for the CNTs and the graphene, respectively. All data were taken in high charge handling mode[@b54].

Simultaneous synthetic images
-----------------------------

Synthetic BF, ABF and DPC can also be obtained from the recorded diffraction patterns, with the full flexibility to adjust the collection angles and precise cantering of the ABF detector, as well as the partition direction of DPC segments. Because of the focused probe being used, *Z*-contrast images can be recorded simultaneously using an ADF detector.

Wigner distribution deconvolution
---------------------------------

The detailed procedure of WDD follows the previous literature by Rodenburg and Bates[@b27]. The probe function is obtained by measuring the aberration measurement algorithm described in the [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The only difference of this work compared with the previous work[@b27] is that a procedure called 'stepping out\' was implemented into the WDD algorithm in the previous work, aiming for improving the resolution of the reconstructed phase, whereas in this work, 'stepping out\' is not implemented, because the primary focus of WDD is for phase-sensitive imaging of weakly scattering objects instead of improving resolution. For the weakly scattering carbon nanostructures under study, 'stepping out\', relying as it does on the so-called nonlinear interference, is not available.

Data availability
-----------------

The numerical data shown in [Figs 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} are available in TIFF format and the entire raw 4D data are all available. Links send on request to <http://peter.nellist@materials.ox.ac.uk>.
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Optical sectioning using Wigner distribution deconvolution revealing the depth sensitivity to carbon nanotubes located at different heights along the e-beam direction.
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![Simultaneous atomic resolution incoherent and coherent imaging.\
(**a**) An ADF detector collects the dark-field signal to form (**b**) an incoherent *Z*-contrast image. (**c**) The simultaneous phase image is reconstructed using ptychography. Simultaneously, a fast pixelated detector records the coherent BF diffraction pattern at every probe position forming a 4D data set. Taking the Fourier transform of the 4D data set with respect to probe position results in a complex 4D matrix *G*(**K**~**f**~, **Q**~**p**~), which carries the phase information of the interference between diffracted and undiffracted beams. (**d**,**e**) An example of the modulus and phase of the complex matrix *G*(**K**~**f**~, **Q**~**p**~) at a single spatial frequency **Q**~**p**~ where two diffracted beams +**Q**~**p**~ and −**Q**~**p**~ (indicated by dashed lines) overlap with the undiffracted direct beam. (**d**) The areas labelled as area I are double-overlap regions where one diffracted beam interferes with the direct beam and area II is the triple-overlap region where both diffracted beams and the direct beam interfere. Area III has no interfering beams and is only noise and is therefore not used in the ptychography reconstruction. By analysing the phase information for all spatial frequencies in the image, (**c**) the phase image can be reconstructed. Scale bar, 1 nm.](ncomms12532-f1){#f1}

![Scheme of the intended hybrid synthesis.\
CNTs were oxidized to introduce carboxylic acid groups for functionalization. CNT-COOH **1** then underwent carboxyl preactivation and subsequent intended reaction with amine-bearing modified C~60~ peptido-fullerene **fC**~**60**~, to give the target tethered hybrids **2** and **3**. Ahx denotes aminohexanoyl residue. Fo all other amino acid residues, standard 3-letter amino acid codes are used.](ncomms12532-f2){#f2}

![Simultaneous *Z*-contrast and phase images of a double-wall CNT peapod.\
(**a**) Incoherent *Z*-contrast ADF image clearly shows the locations of the single iodine atoms indicated by the arrows. (**b**) The reconstructed phase image shows the presence of fullerenes inside the CNT. (**c**) Annotated phase image with the fullerenes labelled using dotted circles and iodine atoms labelled using cross marks based on their locations in the ADF image. It is clear that the iodine atoms are located close to but outside the fullerenes. For comparison, conventional phase-contrast images including BF, ABF, DPC and the DPC using the centre of mass (COM) approach were synthesized from the data and shown in **d**--**h**, respectively. The detector area of each imaging method is shown in white colour in **d**--**g**. The experiment was performed at an electron probe current of ∼2.8 pA, pixel dwell time of 0.25 ms and a dose of ∼1.3 × 10^4^ e^−^ Å^−2^. Scale bar, 1 nm; the grey scale of the phase in **b** is in unit of radians.](ncomms12532-f3){#f3}

![Imaging a double-wall CNT at atomic resolution.\
(**a**) The ADF image shows the presence of single iodine dopants, whereas (**b**) the simultaneous BF image is rather noisy and shows little contrast of the CNT. (**c**,**d**) The phase image before and after correcting residual aberrations, respectively. This comparison shows the improved visibility of the CNT atomic fringes and the damaged carbonaceous structure inside the CNT due to aberration correction. Scale bar, 2 nm.](ncomms12532-f4){#f4}

![WDD 3D optical sectioning of crossed CNTs of different heights.\
(**a**) The simultaneous ADF image shows that none of the tubes is exactly in focus in the experimental data. By deconvolving a series of defocus aberrations (C~1~) from the 4D data set, a set of reconstructed phase images are obtained. The best phase image contrast of the two crossed nanotubes (labelled as 1 and 2 in **a**) are found to be at defocus (**b**) +9 nm and (**d**) +25 nm, respectively, with '+\' being over-focus relative to the experimental focal plane, and the mid-plane between the two optimal focus is shown in **c** as a comparison. (**e**) At defocus +39 nm, a small CNT filled with fullerene (indicated by the arrow) becomes visible. WDD optical sectioning offers a depth sensitivity that is not equivalent to the simple Fresnel wave propagation of the reconstructed 'exit wave\' and this is evidenced from **f**,**g**,**h** obtained by propagating the ptychographically reconstructed complex object function in **b** to the corresponding heights in **c**--**e**. The white arrow points to the small CNT, which becomes visible using WDD optical sectioning in **e**, but it remains invisible after applying Fresnel propagation in **h**, in comparison. Scale bar, 5 nm.](ncomms12532-f5){#f5}
